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Context
We at the Chair of Software and Systems Engineering (I4) are developing the Scapolite
framework in cooperation with an industry partner. The goal of this framework is to make the
specification and management of security-configuration guidelines easier and automate the
implementation and the check of the different security-configuration rules. Traditionally, the
main focus of security configuration lies on the hardening of servers or PCs, because these
have been the devices where sensitive tasks were executed or controlled and sensitive data
was stored. Thus, we choose Windows-based systems for our first proof-of-concept of how the
implementation and the check of security-configuration rules can be automated. The rationale
behind that is that almost 90 % of the desktop or laptop PCs are running a Windows-based
system. [2]
Nevertheless, with the spread of smartphones, people are now using them in almost the
same way as PCs. Using Apps from third-parties, one can do almost the same things on a
smartphone as on a PC. This is reflected by the fact that nowadays 40 % of all devices on the
Internet are running an Android OS, but only 37 % a Windows OS. Thus, smartphones are an
interesting target for attackers because there might not only contain sensitive information, but
also access to the built-in sensors like the camera or the GPS. Therefore, not only PCs should
be configured securely, but also smartphones.
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Goal
In this Bachelor thesis, we want to develop an approach of how the security configuration of
smartphones can be automated. The goal is to automate the check and the implementation
of security-configuration rules. The popularity of the Android OS inspired also other people
to access this topic: Vecchiato et al. [3] are only dealing with the assessment of the security
configuration rules, but not with their implementation. Within this work, we want to find
commonalities and differences between the automation of security-configuration guidelines on
OSes operating on PCs and OSes operating on mobile devices. Our main focus is based on
the Android OS because it is the most widespread OS on mobile devices. For the evaluation,
we plan to automate the application of an existing security-configuration guideline, e.g., the
Android guideline from the CIS [1], and assess how many rules could be automated and how
the security could be improved through the automation of these rules.

1. Research: Other approaches, restrictions on mobile devices, possible solutions
2. Define a format how security-configuration rules for mobile devices can be specified to
make them automatable
3. Implement the automation of the implementation and the check of the rules
4. Evaluate the implementation on a existing security-configuration guideline
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